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ABSTRACT
We performed numerical simulations of DNA chains
to understand how local geometry of juxtaposed
segments in knotted DNA molecules can guide type
II DNA topoisomerases to perform very efficient
relaxation of DNA knots. We investigated how the
various parameters defining the geometry of intersegmental juxtapositions at sites of inter-segmental
passage reactions mediated by type II DNA
topoisomerases can affect the topological consequences of these reactions. We confirmed the
hypothesis that by recognizing specific geometry of
juxtaposed DNA segments in knotted DNA molecules, type II DNA topoisomerases can maintain the
steady-state knotting level below the topological
equilibrium. In addition, we revealed that a preference for a particular geometry of juxtaposed segments as sites of strand-passage reaction enables
type II DNA topoisomerases to select the most
efficient pathway of relaxation of complex DNA
knots. The analysis of the best selection criteria
for efficient relaxation of complex knots revealed
that local structures in random configurations of a
given knot type statistically behave as analogous
local structures in ideal geometric configurations of
the corresponding knot type.

INTRODUCTION
Type II DNA topoisomerases transiently cut doublestranded DNA (dsDNA) and then actively pass another
dsDNA segment from the same or other DNA molecule

through the transient cut. After the passage, the original
connectivity of the cut DNA molecule is re-established (1).
The possibility of inter-segmental passages greatly facilitates such vital processes as DNA replication or
chromosome segregation (2,3). However, random intersegmental passages occurring within long DNA molecules
in living cells would create DNA knots and these are
known to be noxious for cells (4,5). One way to decrease
the risk of DNA knotting is to perform topoisomerasemediated passages in such a way that the creation of knots
out of unknots is restricted, while the passages occurring
within already knotted DNA molecules preferentially
unknot them. Indeed, in vitro reactions where long circular
dsDNA molecules (10-kb long) were used as substrate for
type II DNA topoisomerases revealed that the level of
DNA knotting at the steady-state level of these reactions
was up to 50times lower than the topological equilibrium
resulting from random inter-segmental passages occurring
within freely ﬂuctuating circular DNA molecules of the
same length (6). Maintaining the level of DNA knotting
below the topological equilibrium is thermodynamically
possible since type II DNA topoisomerases use the energy
of ATP hydrolysis for each inter-segmental passage (1).
However, it is still unclear how these enzymes interacting
with a small portion of the knotted circular DNA
molecule can recognize whether a given inter-segmental
passage will lead to a simpliﬁcation rather than to a
complication of the DNA topology. Over the years,
several diﬀerent mechanisms have been proposed
to explain how DNA topoisomerases can keep the
level of DNA knotting below the topological equilibrium
(6–12). While early models were very complex (6,7),
a recent strikingly simple proposal invoked only the
enzyme binding preference for inter-hooked arrangements
of juxtaposed segments before performing the
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inter-segmental passage between those segments (12).
Indeed, very recent simulation studies that used random
polygons conﬁned to a cubic lattice revealed that selection
of inter-hooked arrangements of opposing segments as
sites of inter-segmental passage can cause a 50-fold
reduction of the steady-state knotting probability as
compared to the topological equilibrium in this system
(13). These studies and similar ones investigating unlinking of catenated chains (14) provided therefore a proof of
principle that a preference for certain geometry of
juxtaposed segments can lead DNA topoisomerases to
perform very eﬃcient unknotting. However, random
polygons conﬁned to a cubic lattice show orders of
magnitude lower knotting probability than random
polygons in free space with the same number of segments
(15,16). Therefore, it is questionable whether the observed
reduction of the knotting probability of random polygons
in the cubic lattice adequately reﬂects the situation
resulting from the selection of inter-hooked juxtapositions
in DNA molecules freely ﬂuctuating in solution. A model
that reﬂects more accurately the knotting probability of
long DNA molecules consists of freely jointed equilateral
chains where each segment represents the Kuhn’s statistical segment [i.e. 300 bp in the case of dsDNA (17)]. The
freely jointed chain model is especially suited to reproduce
conditions where the DNA eﬀective diameter is very small
or even close to zero due to the presence of suﬃcient
concentration of counterions neutralizing the DNA
charge (18–20) and in fact such conditions are believed
to operate within living cells. We therefore used an
equilateral chain model to investigate the eﬀect of the
selection of speciﬁc segment–segment arrangements as
sites of inter-segmental passages on the steady-state
knotting probability for modelled DNA molecules that
undergo intramolecular DNA–DNA passages. We quantitatively measured the eﬀects of changing various
geometrical parameters of hooked juxtapositions on the
topological outcomes of inter-segmental passage reactions
and checked whether the same selection rule that can
ensure eﬃcient unknotting of simple knots could also
explain how type II DNA topoisomerases can unknot
more complex knots directly into unknots without passing
through other possible pathways of knot’s relaxation. In
addition, our studies allowed us also to investigate what
are the average arrangements of segments within diﬀerent
topological domains in random knots of a given type.
METHODS
Polygons with 32 segments statistically correspond to
10-kb long DNA, for which biochemical data on
topology simpliﬁcation by type II DNA polymerases
exist (6). In our simulations 32-segment long equilateral
polygons forming a given knot type were randomized by
crank-shaft rotations of 2- to 20-segment long subchains
while controlling that segments do not cross each other
and therefore keep the same knot type. This was achieved
by a procedure that checks whether a surface of revolution
drawn by the rotated subchain does not intersect with the
remaining portion of the chain (21). Only the moves

(rotations) that do not produce any intersections were
accepted. After every 200 accepted moves, the polygon
was checked for the presence of pairs of vertices at a
distance smaller than one segment length. If one or more
of such pairs were detected, one of them was chosen at
random and the chosen vertices and their adjacent
segments were characterized in geometrical terms (see
Figure 1 where the chosen vertices are denoted as A1 and
A2). The analysed polygon was then projected in the
direction very close to the line connecting the chosen
vertices to produce a diagram containing the information
about under- and over-passing segments at every crossing.
Subsequently, the under-pass to over-pass change (13,22)
was performed at a crossing formed by a projection of one
of the segments ﬂanking vertex A1 with one of the
segments ﬂanking vertex A2. The topological consequence
of this change was then analysed by calculation of the
HOMFLY polynomial (23). This procedure was then
repeated at least 3 million times for every analysed knot
type i.e. for unknots (01), left-handed trefoil knots (31L)
and left-handed version of ﬁve nodded twist knot (52L)
knots (see Figure 2 for schematic drawings of these knots).
RESULTS
Geometry of juxtapositions at sites of strand passage
Buck and Zechiedrich (12) proposed that if type II DNA
topoisomerases were able to recognize speciﬁcally interhooked juxtapositions as sites of strand passages, then the
steady-state level of knotting maintained by type II
topoisomerases could be diminished as compared to
completely random strand passages. Liu et al. (13)
deﬁned the criteria of inter-hooking for portions of
random polygons in the cubic lattice, where due to the
lattice constraint each subchain involved in an interhooked juxtaposition needs to have at least four segments.
For polygons in free space, inter-hooked juxtaposition can
be already formed by two subchains composed of two
segments each. Figure 1 illustrates what geometric
characteristics of juxtapositions of two subchains composed of two segments each were analysed by us. It is
somewhat arbitrary to decide what geometry of intersegmental juxtaposition should be considered already as
inter-hooked and where the limit is. To illustrate the
possible eﬀect of inter-hooking, the data in Figure 2 show
a topological diﬀerence between passages at random
juxtapositions and these that fulﬁled the following three
conditions: (i) each subchain intersects with a sector of the
plane extending from angle  deﬁned by the other
subchain; (ii) the facing angle g > 1058; (iii) the mean
opening angle (1 + 2)/2 < 22.58 (Figure 1). The mean
opening angle of 22.58 (i.e. the deﬂection angle of 157.58g)
might seem to be very high, however recent experimental
studies of DNA cyclization demonstrated that DNA
fragments as short as 94 bp eﬃciently circularize and
therefore show a cumulative deﬂection angle of 3608 (24).
Those results have lead to a conclusion that sharp kinks
form spontaneously in the DNA (24). While the presence
of spontaneous DNA kinks in DNA is presently a matter
of debate (25,26) our modelling results can be equally well
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Figure 1. Geometry of juxtapositons. Juxtaposition of two twosegment-long subchains with central vertices A1 and A2. To describe
the geometry of the juxtapositions we use the distance d, the opening
angles a1 and a, the facing angle g (between the bisectrices b1 and b2)
and the geometrical chirality angle y between unoriented tangential
lines passing through the vertices A1 and A2 (see the Inset). To consider
juxtapositions as inter-hooked the following three conditions have to be
fulﬁled: (i) each subchain intersects with a sector of the plane extending
from angle a deﬁned by the other subchain. (ii) The angle g > 1058.
(iii) the mean opening angle (a1 + a2)/2 < 22.58. Inset: Geometric
chirality between two unoriented lines in space. The two lines are
projected on the plane that is parallel to both the lines while the
projection conserves the information which of the lines was closer and
which was further from the observer. Perpendicular lines are considered
as achiral while the geometric chirality angle is the smallest angle of
rotation applied to the overlying line in order to make it perpendicular
to the underlying line. In the case of positive (right-handed) chirality,
a clockwise rotation of the overlying line is required to make it
perpendicular to the underlying line (shown), while a counterclockwise
rotation would be required for lines with negative (left-handed)
geometric chirality. The bigger the angle of the rotation, the higher
the absolute value of the geometric chirality.

applied to strong bends resulting from localized kinks or
strong bends resulting from the cumulative bending angle of
ca. 1508 that is redistributed over the length of 40 bp or so.
In the Methods section, we provided a detailed
description how we generated random conﬁgurations of
knots and how we analysed the eﬀects of varying geometry
of juxtapositions on the topological outcome of intersegmental passages performed at these juxtapositions.
In brief, we randomly picked generated conﬁgurations of
knotted or unknotted chains that showed one or more
approaches between non-neighbouring segments. Then
one juxtaposition per simulated conﬁguration was randomly picked and upon its geometrical characterization
we determined what would be the resulting knot type if the
strand passage occurred at this juxtapositions. The
analysed chains were composed of 32 segments since this
number statistically corresponds to DNA chains of 10 kb.
Stimulation of unknotting by action on inter-hooked
juxtapositions
Figure 2A shows the eﬀect of the selection of inter-hooked
juxtapositions (green bars), as compared to random
juxtaposition (red bars) as sites of strand passage within
random conﬁgurations of trefoil knots (the analysed

conﬁgurations were limited to left-handed versions of
trefoil knot and are therefore denoted as 31L knots). It is
visible that a passage at inter-hooked juxtaposition has
3.6 times higher probability to result in unknot as
compared to a passage at a random juxtaposition.
Figure 2B shows how the topological consequences of
strand-passage reactions within unknots depend on
whether the selected juxtaposition was inter-hooked or
just random. The observed inhibition of the formation
of trefoil knots for passages at inter-hooked juxtapositions
as compared to random juxtapositions was of the order of
3.9. Combining the data from Figure 2A and B, one can
conclude that the selection of inter-hooked conﬁgurations
as sites of inter-segmental passages is expected to decrease
the steady-state ratio of trefoils to unknots by about 14
times (3.9  3.6) as compared to random passages,
provided that the frequency ratios between random and
inter-hooked conﬁgurations is the same in trefoil
knots and unknots. However, our analysis revealed that
the ratio of inter-hooked to random conﬁgurations is
1.65 times higher in trefoil knots than in unknots. The rate
of the strand-passage reaction in unknotted and trefoilforming molecules can be assumed to be proportional to
the frequency of appearance of recognized juxtapositions
within unknots or trefoils, respectively (8). Therefore, the
selection of inter-hooked juxtapositions (with the cutoﬀ
parameters described above) as sites of strand passage
would be expected to diminish the level of knotting by
more than 23 times (14  1.65) below the topological
equilibrium in this system. This is 2-fold less than
the eﬀect observed in biochemical experiments performed
by Rybenkov et al. (6) who revealed a 50-fold reduction of
the knotting level in DNA molecules with a size closely
corresponding to 32 statistical segments. To reach this
level of knotting reduction in simulation studies, one
would need a more strict selection of inter-hooked
juxtapositions, requiring a smaller mean opening angle
(a1 + a2)/2 or a bigger facing angle g, for example.
Alternatively, the knotting reduction level could be further
increased by introducing a modiﬁcation of a kinetic
proofreading mechanism proposed by Yan et al. (7).
This mechanism assumes that type II topoisomerases have
a strong binding preference for inter-hooked juxtapositions, but after ﬁrst binding to DNA, the energy of ATP is
used to liberate the bound juxtaposition without performing the passage reaction but instead activating the enzyme
for a passage during a short time period. If during this
short activation time a juxtaposition with the preferred
geometry is bound by the enzyme it is used for the intersegmental passage. If no juxtaposition with preferred
geometry is bound within the short time after the ﬁrst
binding, the activation state decays and the entire cycle
has to be repeated. The mechanism of kinetic proofreading is based on the fact that inter-hooked juxtapositions are more frequent in knotted than in unknotted
molecules and it essentially squares the probability that a
passage happens in a knotted DNA molecule rather than
in unknotted one (7). After introducing a kinetic proofreading factor, we observed that the same selection criteria
for inter-hooked juxtapositions (as described above)
caused a ca 40-fold knotting reduction.
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Selection of a specific pathway of knot’s relaxation

Figure 2. Topological consequences of strand-passage reaction for
random and hooked juxtapositions in trefoil knots (A) unknots (B) and
52 knots (C). Insets show standard diagrams of simple knots analysed
here. As a notation, we use a modiﬁcation of Alexander–Briggs
designation where the main number indicates the minimal number of
crossings a given knot can have in a projection and the subscript
number indicates the tabular position of a given knot among knots
with the same minimal crossing number in standard tables of knots
(48,49). The R and L letters indicate left- or right-handed form of a
given chiral knot. The observed topological outcomes were consistent
with the theoretically predicted strand-passage distances between
various knots (50,51). The error bars denote the SD (in case of all
juxtapositions, the big statistical sample resulted in error bars smaller
than the thickness of the lines demarking the histogram bars).

Type II DNA topoisomerases were shown not only to be
able to maintain the knotting level below the topological
equilibrium but also to choose a speciﬁc pathway of
relaxation of more complex knots (27). The chosen
pathway maximized the eﬃciency of unknotting by
selecting the passages that lead to direct unknotting
instead of progressive relaxation through knots with
intermediate level of knotting (27). To investigate the
eﬀect of selection of inter-hooked juxtapositions on the
topological outcomes of strand passages in more complex
knots we studied topological transitions in left-handed
version of 52 knots (52L) since left-handed twist knots arise
naturally as result of intermolecular passages in negatively
supercoiled DNA molecules (28,29) and these DNA knots
were used in experiments that demonstrated selective
pathway of knots’ relaxation (27). Figure 2C shows that
random passages within 52L knots result in roughly equal
proportions of unknots and 31L knots (ca. 10% each), and
in a high proportion of strand passages that maintain the
original topology (>50%). Selection of inter-hooked
juxtapositions, however, greatly stimulates knots simpliﬁcation and preferentially leads to events that cause
unknotting (40% of events) rather than to forming
trefoil knots (<20% of events). Mann et al. (27) observed
that human topo II acting on 52 knots showed high
selectivity for passages that directly lead to formation of
unknots, while passages to 31 knots were hardly observed.
In order to understand the possible basis of this speciﬁcity
we investigated how the selection of speciﬁc geometry of
the juxtaposition aﬀects the topological consequences of
the strand passages occurring within 52L knots. Figure 3A
shows how the mean opening angle [(a1 + a2)/2], calculated for both two-segment subchains forming juxtapositions (Figure 1), inﬂuences the eﬃciency of unknotting
and of other topological transitions resulting from a
strand passage at these juxtapositions. It is visible that the
narrower the mean opening angle the more eﬃcient the
unknotting. The unknotting approaches 40% frequency
for the juxtapositions with the mean opening angle
between 08 and 22.58 and it remains below 7% for the
mean opening angle between 157.58 and 1808. The
probability of not changing the knot type after a strand
passage has the opposing tendency. For juxtapositions
with the mean opening angle <22.58 only 30% of passages
maintained the topology of 52L knot, while for the mean
opening angles between 157.5 and 1808 80% of passages
did not change the knot type. The observations that
strongly hooked juxtapositions (with small opening angle)
are likely to give rise to simpler knots upon strand passage
while weakly hooked juxtapositions (with large opening
angle) result in a passage that does not change the
topology are consistent with the proposal by Buck and
Zechiedrich (12) and with the simulations studies by Liu
et al. (13). In general, inter-hooked juxtapositions are
more likely to be encountered in the knotted portion of a
random chain. Therefore, passages occurring at such
juxtapositions are likely to result in a simpliﬁcation of the
knot. Unhooked juxtapositions are more likely to occur
between subchains that are not prompted to bend over
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Figure 3. Eﬀects of various geometric characteristics of juxtapositions
on the topological outcome of strand passages occurring at these
juxtapositions in 52L knots. Notice the qualitative diﬀerence between
eﬀects of mean opening angle (A), the geometric chirality (B) and the
distance between the vertices A1 and A2 (C).

each other as those in a trivial loop. Therefore, strand
passages at such juxtapositions are more likely to result in
no change of the topology. More diﬃcult to explain is the
observation that the ratio of passages to unknots versus
those to 31 knots strongly decreases (from three to one) as

the mean opening angle increases. Apparently, the portion
of the knot (topological domain) where passages between
opposing segments lead to formation of unknots is more
bent and has the opposing segments more inter-hooked
with each other than the topological domain within which
inter-segmental passage leads to creation of trefoil knots.
More detailed description of topological domains of
various knots can be found in Ref. (30).
Figure 3B shows the eﬀect of the geometric chirality of
the juxtaposition on the topological outcomes of passages
occurring at these juxtapositions. The concept of geometric chirality is explained in the inset to Figure 1.
To characterize the geometric chirality of juxtapositions
we measure it for the two unoriented tangential lines a1
and a2 passing through the vertices denoted as A1 and A2
on Figure 1. In contrast to Figure 3A, where unknotting
frequency of inter-segmental passages is progressively
decreasing with the increase of the mean opening angle,
the unknotting dependence on the geometric chirality of
juxtapositions is more complex. Formation of unknots is
strongly favoured by inter-segmental passages at juxtapositions with strong right-handed geometric chirality while
it is least eﬃcient for juxtapositions that are achiral or
show weak left-handed chirality. Interestingly, the formation of unknots increases again for juxtapositions with
strong left-handed chirality. Formation of trefoil knots is
more eﬃcient than that of unknots for juxtapositions
that are achiral or show a weak left-handed chirality.
Apparently, the juxtapositions that after a passage lead
preferentially to creation of 31 knots frequently show weak
geometric chirality, while the juxtapositions leading to the
preferential formation of unknots are usually strongly
chiral. Figure 3C shows the dependence of the topological
outcomes on the distance between the two central vertices
A1 and A2 of each subchain forming the juxtapositions
(Figure 1). Interestingly, the distance of approach does
not inﬂuence signiﬁcantly the topological consequences of
strand passages occurring at these juxtapositions. Notice
though that all juxtapositions analysed in Figure 3 were
pre-selected to be weakly hooked, i.e., have the g angle
>908 and satisfy the criteria that one subchain pierces the
sector of plane deﬁned by the other subchain (Figure 1).
We have shown above that the selection using just one
criterion, like the mean opening angle (Figure 3A) or the
geometric chirality angle, can result in up to 3-fold higher
conversion rate to unknots than that to 31 knots.
However, the steric selectivity of DNA topoisomerases
for the geometry of juxtapositions is most likely a
combination of several criteria. Figure 4A and B show
how the ratio of passages from 52L knots to unknots
versus those from 52L knots to 31L knots depends on
various pair-wise combinations of selection criteria.
Figure 4A uses a colour code to show how the
combination of opening angles (a) at both subchains
forming the selected juxtaposition (Figure 1) aﬀects the
topological consequences of the reaction. It is visible that
the 01/31 ratio can reach a value as high as six depending
on the combination of opening angles a. The majority of
the conﬁguration space where the transitions to unknots
are highly favoured over those to 31 knots, are in the
region where both opening angles a are small (<258).
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However, the 01/31 ratio also reaches a moderate value in
a region of the conﬁgurations space where one subchain
has a very small opening angle (<108) and the other has a
large opening angle of (130–1708). This would correspond
to a situation where a strongly bent subchain is hooked
over a rather straight subchain. Figure 4B illustrates how
the combination of the mean opening angle and the
geometric chirality angle aﬀects the 01/31 ratio resulting
from passages at the corresponding juxtapositions. The
ratio between passages to unknots and those to 31 knots
exceeds six for juxtapositions with strong negative
geometric chirality and having in addition small average
opening angle. The examples shown in Figure 4 demonstrate that steric selectivity can very well lead to a situation
where the great majority of topoisomerase-mediated
passages in 52L knot could result in unknots (27).
Speciﬁc combinations of more than two criteria are
likely to deﬁne a portion of the conﬁgurations space
where juxtapositions would result in a still higher bias
toward passages to unknots than those shown in
Figure 4A and B. Although we do not know yet what
the rules of steric selection are in the case of human
topoisomerase II we should be able to ﬁnd out what are
the steric properties of 52L knots that could be used to
guide the topoisomerase to convert it into unknots rather
than into trefoils.
Random knots and ideal knots

Figure 4. Inferring local geometric characteristics of random conﬁgurations of knots from the topological consequences of intersegemental
passages. (A and B) 01/31 ratio arising from intersegmental passages
within 52L knot as a function of the opening angle at both subchains
forming the juxtaposition at which the strand passage occurs (A) or the
mean opening angle and the chirality of the juxtaposition (B). (C) Ideal
conﬁguration of 52L knot with indicated topological domains within
which intersegmental passages lead to unknotting (dark blue background) or to formation of 31L knots (yellow background) and to the
formation of 51L knots (light blue background).

Looking at standard diagrams of 52L knot (Figure 2) one
sees no reasons why low geometrical chirality of juxtapositions should favour passages to 31L knots. However,
standard minimal diagrams of knots may not reﬂect the
average 3D structure of a random chain forming a given
knot. It was shown earlier that ideal geometric conﬁgurations of a given knot reﬂect certain global statistical
properties of corresponding random knots of a given type
(31). Thus, for example, the writhe of ideal knots had
practically the same value as the average writhe of
randomly ﬂuctuating knotted chains forming the same
knot type (31,32) or even random knots of the corresponding type formed on a cubic lattice (33). We decided
therefore to have a closer look at the ideal conﬁguration of
the 52L knot hoping to see some hints why the selection of
inter-hooked juxtapositions favours speciﬁcally transitions
to unknots. Figure 4C shows the ideal geometric
representation of the knot 52L. Inter-segmental passages
between opposing segments in a region presented on a
yellow background would lead to formation of trefoil
knots and it is visible that the two big loops forming this
region are not inter-hooked but rather point in the same
direction (if both loops were reduced to two segment
subchains, the bisectrices would point in both cases in the
same direction i.e. toward right of the ﬁgure). Intersegmental passages between opposing segments in a
portion of the knot that is drawn on dark blue background (Figure 4C) would lead to formation of unknots.
Interestingly, the opposing regions there are inter-hooked.
Therefore, if random conﬁgurations of knots retain some
characteristics of ideal knots then selection of interhooked juxtapositions in 52L knots is more likely to
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cause unknotting than a change to 31L knot. Can ideal
conﬁgurations also explain the data presented in
Figure 4A and B? From the data presented in
Figure 4A, we can conclude that in the portion of 52L
knot where passage between opposing segments leads to
the creation of unknots, the juxtapositions of highly bent
subchains are much more likely to be present. Indeed, our
measurements of local radius of curvature in the ideal
geometric conﬁguration of 52L knot revealed that regions
where passages between opposing segments leads to
formation of unknots are signiﬁcantly more bent than
the regions where inter-segmental passages lead to
formation of trefoil knots (data not shown). Similar
observations can also be made for chirality. The opposing
segments in the domain in which a strand passage leads to
formation of 31L knots (yellow background) are practically perpendicular to each other and thus show low
chirality. Strong negative chirality is however observed
within a domain in which passage between opposing
subchains leads to formation of unknots (shown on dark
blue background). Our analysis suggests, therefore, that
ideal geometric conﬁgurations of knots reﬂect not only
global statistical properties of random knots of a given
type such as time-averaged writhe (31,34) but also such
local characteristics like the curvature and chirality (35)
within corresponding topological domains of a given knot.
DISCUSSION
The presented simulation study has dealt only with the
unknotting activity of type II DNA topoisomerases,
however the same selection principle is also expected to
greatly favour the decatenation activity of type II DNA
topoisomerases (12). Simulation studies using polygons
conﬁned to a cubic lattice have in fact demonstrated that
the selection of hooked juxtapositions strongly stimulate
both unknotting and decatenation of modelled DNA rings
(13,14). Until recently, a much higher biological importance was attributed to the decatenation activity of type II
DNA topoisomerases than to their unknotting activity,
since catenated and pre-catenated rings are normal
intermediates of DNA replication process (36,37) and it
is essential to remove all interlinking between daughter
DNA molecules before the completion of the cell division
(3,38). A very recent study showed however that unknotting activity is also of very high biological importance as
the presence of knots in DNA was shown to promote
severe replicon dysfunctions and induced high mutation
rate (39).
For the description of the selection model to be more
complete, one needs to consider at which point of the
reaction the energy gained from ATP hydrolysis is used by
type II DNA topoisomerases. It is important to realize
that topoisomerase-mediated strand cleavage and
re-sealing are isoenergetic, reversible reactions, as the
energy of the hydrolysed phosphodiester bond in
the DNA is maintained in a phosphodiester bond between
the active tyrosine residue of the protein and the
phosphate group of the DNA. Therefore, type I topoisomerases do not depend on the energy gained from

ATP hydrolysis to perform eﬃcient relaxation of supercoiled DNA. However, relaxation reactions mediated by
type I DNA topoisomerases can only diminish the free
energy of DNA substrates and therefore can be considered
as driven by the DNA relaxation. For thermodynamic
reasons the catalytic action of topoisomerases that is not
coupled to ATP hydrolysis cannot move the system out of
topological equilibrium (40). To understand better the
energetic requirements of the reaction let us consider what
could happen if type II DNA topoisomerases with high
aﬃnity for hooked juxtapositions were not able to use the
energy gained from ATP hydrolysis. Without ATP
hydrolysis the enzyme can bind very eﬃciently to
hooked juxtapositions as this step of the reaction is
driven by the binding energy. Subsequently, the enzyme
can perform the inter-segmental passage from inside to the
outside of the inter-hooked juxtaposition, provided that
the aﬃnity of the enzyme for the DNA arrangement after
the passage is higher than to the DNA arrangement
before the passage. In fact, all these steps of the reaction
can be performed by type II topoisomerases when ATP is
replaced by non-hydrolysable analogues (41–43). For all
these steps of the reaction to proceed in a correct order
without the need of ATP hydrolysis, it is necessary that
the energy of the system progressively diminishes and this
means that the complex between the topoisomerase and
the DNA after the passages should be very stable. As a
consequence, at the end of the reaction one would need
the energy to dissociate this very stable complex so that
the DNA and topoisomerase could function again.
In biochemical experiments that established that type II
DNA topoisomerases can perform one cycle of the
reaction without ATP hydrolysis, the ‘dead-end’ complexes between the enzyme and the DNA were disrupted
by SDS and proteinase K (41) and this was equivalent to
providing the energy to dissociate those stable complexes.
In reactions performed in the presence of ATP, the energy
gained from ATP hydrolysis is used by the enzyme for its
resetting for next rounds of the reaction. In principle, the
energy of ATP hydrolysis occurring at just one point of
the catalytic cycle can be stored in form of a mechanical
stress that can be then used stepwise to induce a cascade of
conformational changes required during several distinct
steps of a complex enzymatic reaction. Observations
showing that, in the presence of non-hydrolysable
analogues of ATP, type II topoisomerases can perform
one round of the reaction but are unable to perform
another round (41–43) indeed suggested that ATP
hydrolysis only happens after the strand passage is
complete. However, more recent studies suggested that
two ATP molecules bound in quasi-symmetrically located
regions of the dimeric enzyme are hydrolysed sequentially
at two speciﬁc points during each catalytic cycle of type II
topoisomerases (44,45). The ﬁrst hydrolysis precedes the
phase of inter-segmental transport and therefore could be
directly coupled to the active transfer (45) or to the kinetic
proofreading mechanism (7). Since the complete strand
passage happens also without the ATP hydrolysis it is
likely that the energy gained from the hydrolysis at this
point just speeds up of the reaction or is used for quality
control. The second hydrolysis happens at the end of the
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reaction (45), which is consistent with the earlier proposal
that ATP hydrolysis serves to dissociate the enzyme from
the DNA after inter-segmental passage and is used for
resetting the enzyme for another binding and cleavage
cycle of the reaction (43,46). The principle of using the
energy of ATP hydrolysis to dissociate stable complexes
formed between the enzyme and DNA products of the
reaction is frequently encountered in biological systems
and RecA protein, for example, uses its ATPase activity to
release itself from the stable complex formed with the
DNA after the strand-exchange reaction is completed (47).
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that local geometry of segment
juxtapositions contains not only the information that can
be used by type II DNA topoisomerases to keep the level
of DNA knotting below the topological equilibrium but
also the information required to select the most eﬃcient
way of relaxation of more complex knots. Presumably, the
evolutionary pressure to keep the DNA knotting level very
low was the driving force for the selection of topoisomerase II-DNA-binding mechanism that has led to very
eﬃcient selection of passages toward unknots (39). It is
hard to imagine that DNA topoisomerases can always
recognize the most eﬃcient way of relaxation of complex
knots, however, for the knots that are frequently
encountered in living cells as for example left-handed
twist knots (28,29), such a speciﬁc recognition had a
chance to evolve. At this point, we do not know yet which
are the actual geometric parameters selected by topoisomerases to guide them to perform most eﬃcient knots
relaxation. High-resolution structural studies of various
topoisomerases while interacting with DNA will be needed
to answer this point. Simulations performed by us showed
what are the potential possibilities of the selection and
what would be their expected eﬀects.
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